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SETC Focus

The Special Education Technology Center
Do you have questions about Assistive Technology (AT)? You are not alone.
For more information and training opportunities see the insert with our webinar schedule of events.

Fall 2016 SETC Conference:
Preparing all Students for the New Learning Landscape
Current educational initiatives call for learning opportunities for ALL
students that encourage a greater depth of critical thinking and
develop creativity with an increased focus on collaborative learning
experiences. These initiatives promote classrooms that provide rich
learning experiences and incorporate the use of technology. In
response, many districts are striving towards implementation of 1:1
technology intervention and cloud-based learning tools.
However, we must consider whether or not the technology tools
made available are helping every student succeed. Are schools
providing appropriate AT tools and adaptations in order to support
students with different abilities as they are challenged to acquire 21 st
century learning skills. Whether you are in a district abundant with
technology or in a district held back by budget constraints, the
question remains: Do student’s have access to AT tools that are
critical to participating in this new learning landscape?
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Fall 2016 SETC Conference:
Preparing all Students for the New Learning Landscape
Continued from Page 1
Join this conference to gain practical knowledge of mainstream, cloud-based tools that include built-in
supports for students with learning disabilities. Learn about the application of AT tools and strategies that
can facilitate development of 21st century learning skills for our students with significant cognitive challenges
and complex communication needs. Bring yourself up to speed on AT intervention tools for a wide range of
abilities while taking the opportunity to network with other school district colleagues on AT issues.
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
 AT for Reading: Assessment to Implementation
 Using AAC with Students on the Autism Spectrum
 Clicker 7 as an AT Tool Supporting the 6 Cs of Education for the Future
10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
 Creating Resources using Clicker 7 A Hands-on Session
 AT for Writing: Assessment to Implementation
 Switch On Success: Alternative Access for Learning
1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
 Stay Current: Nuts and Bolts of AAC Assessment
 Supporting Flexible Communicators Using the Core
 Microsoft Office 395 and Google for Education:
How Cloud-based Technology is Changing the Learning Landscape
2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
 Creating Core Boards Using Boardmaker and SymbolStix – a Hands-on Session
 Discussion: Assistive Technology Consideration and Assessment
 Math Tools To Help All Students Attain Success In Mathematics

Please register individually on line. Since group rates may apply we will bill you or
your school when we receive your registrations.
Descriptions of each session can be found on our website.
Look for Services>> Training>> Upcoming Conferences.
A total of six clock hours will be available through ESD105 for a small fee.
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Derby Day- Adapted Kid Car Event
Bellevue School District celebrated their first Derby Day in June featuring modified battery operated cars.
Fourteen preschool classes including special needs students and their typically developing peers all enjoyed
riding the cars through a colorful course in the gym.
This project was inspired by a Derby event in Arizona put on by Believe Beyond Ability with Brenda Del
Monte SLP and Melanie Conaster OT. They use a fleet of ride on cars modified by a high school robotics
club. Shortly after hearing about it, Cathy Hoesterey, AT Specialist was contacted by Elayne Grueber, a
Sammamish High School engineering teacher. Elayne was looking for real life problems her high school
STEM students could solve. They both agreed that the modified cars would be a great project. Funding for
the cars came from classroom budget and grants from Bellevue Schools Foundation and Seattle Seahawks.
It was a two year project for the high school students to adapt four cars for the first derby day. Cars
featured single switch operation- two had single switches mounted on center of the steering wheel,
another used a knee operated switch and fourth car had a switch on extended gooseneck giving a helper
better control of the on/off function for students needing greater support.

Photo from Cathy

Simulated carwash station

The gym was set
up with simulated
carwash featuring
long strings of
mardi gras beads
on first station,
and hanging leis
for second
Sammamish High School Engineering
station. Next
Students: Patrick, Brian, Alex and Teresa
came the stacked
cardboard bricks which brought giggles of
delight when driven into and scattered.
The final gate sported a Finish sign and
checkered racing flags. Onlookers cheered
the drivers as they completed the course.
The high school students who modified the
vehicles came to Derby Day and helped
students get into cars, offered standby
assistance as students navigated the
course and made notes on what worked
and what they might modify in future cars.
Continued on Pages 7
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Synopsis of the myGaze Assistive System
One easy to use eye gaze tracker option is My Gaze
Assistive by Inclusive Technologies.. Just plug it in,
make sure the student is positioned properly, and
calibrate. You may need to dim the lights to get the
best reading. It can be used in a reclined and/or
tilted positions and even with students who only
have functional use of one eye. One unique feature
is that this system has the ability to detect the
student and load his/her profile as soon a the
student is in range.
While switches, infrared headmouse, and direct
touch can provide effective physical access for
students with significant physical disabilities, eye
gaze has become more available and less expensive
providing another good option. For some students
eye gaze can be a quicker, easier, and less restrictive
access method.

When paired with the Eye Mouse Play software,
myGaze can be used to obtain objective data about
the student’s visual skills (attention and looking),
preferences and comprehension (exploring and
playing, choosing and learning) and provide training
for the student using fun games. For example, using
the “Find Me” game you can determine what images
Eye gaze technology gives the student the ability to students can see on the screen and if there are
control a computer or AAC device by acting like a
certain features such as types of images, different
mouse, but also provides us with some input into
sizes or colors that make it easier or harder to
what the student is processing visually. How does it detect. In this activity an image appears on the
work? According to Inclusive.co.uk, “The camera(s) screen and when the student looks at them they
detect light as it bounces off the back of the eye
pop! Once finished you can analyze the data by
(retina) out through the pupil. The camera also picks watching a video showing the student’s eye
up the ‘glint in your eye’ or the reflection off the
movement during a specific activity or view a heat
surface of the eye (cornea).”
map showing where they most looked. These
activities can provide indicators regarding your
student’s proficiency with eye gaze and highlight
possible areas to work on. To learn more about this
eye gaze tracker download the leaflet from
Spectronics: http://www.helpkidzlearn.com/
downloads/EyeGaze_Guidebooks/SpectronicsEyeGaze-Leaflet-Web.pdf

My Gaze Assistive with Eye Mouse Play is available from the SETC Lending Library.
www.specialedtechcenter.org/services/lending-library/
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Meet the NEW Staff of the
Special Education Technology Center
Hello my name is Sarah Kinsella. SETC invited me to join as part of the webinar
teaching and consultation team and I'm thrilled to share my passion for
assistive technology and learn from others' experiences as well! I'm especially
interested in augmentative alternative communication (AAC) for students with
complex communication needs.
I live with my husband and two kids in a 1918 bungalow in Seattle we
recently renovated ourselves- to the studs! My son Jack is 2 and my daughter
Delaney is 5 and they keep me laughing and entertained. As a speech-language
pathologist I'm having so much fun watching their language develop. I'm excited about my opportunity
to work with SETC and looking forward to meeting you either in person or through webinars soon!
My name is Nicky Carubia. I live and work in Mount Vernon, WA. I have
been a practicing speech and language pathologist in the public schools for
the past 10 years with a focus on assistive technology for the past 7 years.
My primary professional interests are: AAC (augmentative and alternative
communication) and working with IEP teams to custom design AT solutions
for students with severe and profound needs, including individuals with
multiple needs. I also have a (very small) private practice specializing in AAC
for adults in the workplace. I have been working with AT
"stakeholders" (folks from different disciplines in different
settings: education, medical, vocational rehab, non-profits, etc.) in the
interest of improving professional development and building capacity to
provide assistive technology services to individuals across the life span in
Washington State. I have been part of the SETC webinar teaching team for
the past year. I enjoy collaborating with providers across the state and look
forward to working with you!
Hello, my name is Mathieu Jazbinschek. I dropped out of school after eighth
grade at the age of fourteen. I was then diagnosed with dyslexia at fifteen. I
used the assistive technology available at that time and earned a Masters
degree in Education. I spent the next seventeen years being a science teacher
and teacher trainer. I have worked the last ten years helping students,
teachers, and parents understand the importance of assistive technology and
how to use it. SETC has invited me to be part of their webinar teaching team.

specialedtechcenter.org/about-setc/meet-the-staff/
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Wheelchair Mounting Options for Tablet Devices:
Students who utilize manual and powered mobility often require other assistive technologies to support
academic success. Whether AT is used to augment communication, facilitate access or support academics,
ease of access and transport are tied to the success and longevity of AT. To facilitate success, therapists seek
out the best way to securely mount AT devices to wheelchairs in a way that promotes physical access, visual
and auditory feedback and the safety of the student and the device.
Mountings options for tablets have expanded over the past few years. Many vendors are happy to provide
support in navigating the wide range of mounting options available. Key information to gather before calling
a vendor includes:
Device: The specific model of device to be mounted, including type of case or external features, such as an
external key-guard.
Device location: The desired location of the device in relation to the student.
Mounting surface: A stable location where the mount will clamp/connect to the wheelchair.
There are typically three components to the hardware of a basic mounting system that require
consideration:
Mounting Plate or Cradle: This component connects the AT device to the mounting arm.
Mounting Arm: This component is comprised of joints that allow
the device to be adjusted and repositioned to the best location for
access.
Mounting Clamp: This component attaches the mounting arm to
the wheelchair.
While some vendors sell mounting components as a package, others
require individual selection, ordering and assembly of mounting
solutions.
Follow the link below for a review of current products, as well as
vendors who provide mounting support and solutions.
https://www.specialedtechcenter.org/information/technicalassistance-papers/tablet-devices/
SETC provides mounting systems to trial via our lending library.

Mounting system with tablet cradle

SETC is a statewide grant funded by OSPI, Special Education Unit, and administered
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Derby Day- Adapted Kid Car Event
Continued from Page 3
Bellevue School District motor therapists plan to use
the cars throughout the school year during therapy to
give students valuable early mobility experiences and
teach cause effect and motor planning skills.
Sammamish High School STEM students have
expanded their collaboration with assistive
technology to include modifying battery operated
toys with switch interfaces and plan to continue
modifying battery operated ride-on cars.
All around Derby Days as a win for our preschoolers,
staff, and especially the high school students who
were able to see their hard work in action.
If you would like more information about modifying
cars- check out University of Delaware’s program
GoBabyGo! http://www1.udel.edu/gobabygo/
index3.html for extensive resources and their
Facebook Page- UD GoBabyGo.

For more articles like this, view our facebook page
- Special Education Technology Center

We offer free webinars daily.
The only items necessary to participate are a computer and a telephone.
To find the listing go to:
specialedtechcenter.org/services/trainings/
webinars

How to Login to our website.
To login to the SETC website go to the home
page at: www.specialedtechcenter.org
Some accounts will be in place, based on
previous user history. Before creating a new
account we would encourage each user to try to
login using their current or a past e-mail address
and the password test1. Some school districts
will block the mail required to reset a password
independently. In this case, please call or email
Suzanne or Sue in our office and we can reset the
password.

Try 400 iPad apps for free.
We currently have 15 iPads and 20 iPad minis ready for loan in the SETC lending library. Each
of these devices has over 400 apps loaded and ready for trial with your students. To review the
list of applications or request a loan visit the SETC Software Library at:
specialedtechcenter.org/services/software-library/software-library
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400 East University Way, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7413

SETC is a statewide grant funded by OSPI, Special Education Unit
and administered by Central Washington University.
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: CDS@cwu.edu.
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